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Abstract Maltose is one of the starch derivatives. Maltose

can be produced by starch hydrolysis using any kind of

hydrolytic process. One of the methods to separate a mix-

ture of both compounds is using porous membrane. In this

research, a novel type of hybrid membrane was prepared

from a mixture of cellulose acetate and silica fume. Silica

fume is widely used in the domain of construction as cement

material, whereas in this research silica fume was suc-

cessfully used as membrane material. Various compositions

of membrane dope solutions were prepared for obtaining

the membranes used for separation of starch and maltose.

Such synthesized membranes demonstrate a good perfor-

mance in separation processes. The best performance is

achieved when the composition of cellulose acetate in

membrane dope solution is 15 % (w/w) in N,N-dimethyl-

acetamide solvent and the mass ratio between cellulose

acetate and silica fume is 4:1. For this composition, the

rejection of membranes towards starch and maltose is 87

and 2 %, respectively, at working pressure of 3 bar and

compaction time of 2 h. Infrared spectrum indicates no new

peaks are found compared to raw materials’ spectral peaks.

Thus, it can be concluded that the interaction between the

cellulose acetate and silica fume is merely a physical type.

From the observation of cross-sectional SEM images, we

can remark that the morphology of such a membrane is

porous. X-ray diffractogram indicates that the synthesized

membranes are amorphous.
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Introduction

Maltose is a dimer of glucose, whereas starch is a polymer

of glucose. These two kinds of glucose derivatives have

basically different molecular size. This fact serves as the

basis for selection of a separation technique. Application of

a porous membrane is one of the separation methods using

this principle. The use of cellulose acetate (CA) as mem-

brane material is well known for the applications such as

dialysis [1], water desalination [2], gas separation [3],

immobilization of enzyme [4], filtration [5], and adsorption

[6]. CA can also serve as a mixture component in a blend

of both inorganic materials and organic materials [1, 6–9].

Polyethylene glycol (PEG) is already widely used as pore

forming-agent. The formation of pores in membrane matrix

could result in because PEG is soluble in a non-solvent for

CA and then leaved membrane pores [1, 10]. On the other

hand, Splendore et al. [6] showed that CA could mix with

an inorganic material such as Al2O3 to increase membrane

performance in ionic adsorptions. In this research, we have

employed another inorganic material to make a porous

cellulose membrane without any need for dissolution pro-

cess in a non-solvent.

American Concrete Institute (ACI) defines silica fume

(SF) as a very fine non-crystalline silica produced in electric

arc furnace as a by-product in production of elemental sil-

icon or alloys containing silicon [11]. SF has been used as a

mixture with cement to increase the strength of the con-

crete. Until now, SF application as one of the membrane

materials is still unknown. Therefore, this is a chance to

explore the use of SF for a new application. CA is
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